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Editorial
Our President, Peter Dye, has
forwardedthefollowingphotographs
which show the plaque added to our
Memorial at St-Omer to celebrate
the centenary of the Royal Air Force.
Not only do they show the excellent

condition inwhich theexistingmemorialhasbeenmaintained
but also the tasteful nature of the addition. As Peter points out,
the containers in the background are not permanent fixtures.

This Issue
The sad news regarding the loss of AVM Sir Frederick Sowrey
and our Australian stalwart Chas Schaedel came too late
for any possible tribute in the last issue of this journal, but
that is made good in this one. It was possible to include an
obituary for John Grech last time around, one in which due
acknowledgement was made to John’s authoritative status
when it came to matters relating to 66 Sqn RFC/RAF in the
Great War. One of John’s related articles had been published
in the last issue ofOver the Front and Peter Kilduff has kindly
made it available to CCI members. I appreciate that some are
members of both Societies and hope that they will bear with
me for including John’s piece here – I see it as a fitting tribute to
John and a piece of research that may otherwise have escaped

the attention of a majority of our readers.
John’s O’Brien article shows that his Sopwith Pup was

brought down intact. A considerable number of Pupswere lost
in action and I’ve taken the opportunity to show some of these
as cover illustrations.
I still have a couple of dozen Stewart Taylor articles to

draw on and this time around, rather than using a biography
of a fighter pilot, I went for something completely different.
Possibly because of its sustained use by only two RFC
squadrons, reduced to one by early 1917, not a lot has been
published about the work done by the Morane Parasol and
the pilots who flew it. Stewart’s biography of Arthur Walwyn
should help to redress that situation, particularly as he flew
the Type P variants, rather then the Type LA described in
Cecil Lewis’ writings. I took the opportunity to supplement
Stewart’s images with a selection from our archive, the
intention being to give a good picture of the smart appearance
of thosemachines.
There is no Modelling section in this issue. Joe’s attempts at

two kit builds both ended up unsuccessful and there wasn’t
time to do another. The column will return in the next issue
but I substituted a Logbook feature on the main RFC/RAF
training unit to operate the SPADS.VII.
Alex Revell, the leading authority on 56 Squadron and its

personnel, has contributed an interesting piece on the fatal
crash of Major J.T.B. McCudden at Auxi-le-Chateau which
includes contemporary witness statements.
Another well-known authority, Norman Franks, provides

another of his biographies of the aces, this time John Todd of
70 Squadronwhose post-war career was at complete oddswith
his wartime achievements.
The major feature is Mike Meech’s follow-up to his earlier

articles which examines the developments in air-ground
communicationsmade pre-war.
The issue sees the conclusion of Mike O’Connor and Ray

Vann’s history of 26 Squadron in East Africa, comprising the
appendiceswhich give details of themachines used by the unit
and the flying personnel who operated them.
Paul Hare gives another detailed account of an individual

BE2a, 272, which, somehow, ‘disappeared’ during 1914
Finally, John Benjamin, of the Shuttleworth Collection,

provides information about the history and restoration of that
organisation’s SE5a, F904.

NextYear
The British Cross & Cockade, in its different guises, will have
been in existence for 50 years at the end of December. That is
no mean feat for an amateur organisation, run by enthusiasts
for enthusiasts. Apart from Air Britain, I cannot think of
any longer surviving aviation society. Our success lies in the
quality of this journal and that, in turn, is the result of the
quality articles submitted by members.
2020 will see the start of a major series. Roger Austin and

Peter Dye have compiled a gazetteer of the flying sites used by
the RNAS, RFC and RAF in France Belgium and Germany.
It will be presented in the same way as the gazetteer of UK
& Irish flying sites and will also be accompanied by reprints
of contemporary 1:100000 scale maps to show the locations of
those sites.
There is still quite a healthy stock of articles to hand, but,

naturally, I’d welcome more. Among those lined up for 2020
are a detailed look at the Royal Hellenic Naval Air Service
which, of course, operated numbers of types supplied by the
RNAS andRAF and amajor biography of Rene Foncke.
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